CST-700 SERIES
CROWDER STACKING TRACK – ROOM DIVIDER

For light and medium duty folding partitions and stacking door systems, Hangers with axial bearings carry door and permit pivoting or cornering as required. Top mount track system with bottom guide channel available.

- Use with Extruded Aluminum CST-700 Track, 6063T5 Alloy
- Single center mounted hanger for pivoting/rotating applications up to 100lbs.
- Dual hanger systems for cornering and stacking partition and multiple door pocket systems (200lbs. per door)
- Bottom guide system is recommended. In the event that it is not an option, surface or flush bolts are required to stabilize the doors.

CST-700 TRACK WITH CST-710 HANGER DETAILS:

CST-700 TRACK PARTS

90 DEGREE SECTIONS:
- TRACK = CST-701
- GUIDE CHANNEL = CST-721

90 DEGREE "T" SECTIONS:
- TRACK = CST-703
- GUIDE CHANNEL = CST-723

45 DEGREE SECTIONS:  
- TRACK = CST-702
- GUIDE CHANNEL = CST-722

CST-709 SPLINES (2 PER JOINT REQUIRED)
CST-100 STOP (2 - #10 X 2½" SCREWS PROVIDED)

POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS:

"H" STACKING
(STYLE 1)
- (DOORS STACK PERPENDICULAR TO CLOSED POSITION DOORS)

"F" STACKING
(STYLE 2)
- (DOORS STACK PARALLEL TO CLOSED POSITION DOORS)

"FW" STACKING
(STYLE 3)
- (FULL WALL, DOORS STACK PERPENDICULAR TO CLOSED POSITION DOORS, IDEAL FOR APPLICATIONS WITH NO POCKET FOR STACKING DOORS)

"FD" STACKING
(STYLE 4)
- (DOOR(S) STACK PARALLEL TO CLOSED POSITION DOOR(S), IDEAL FOR FLUSH DOOR APPLICATIONS)

SIDE WALL STACKING
(STYLE 5)
- (DOORS STACK PARALLEL TO CLOSED POSITION DOORS ON SIDE OF A WALL, IDEAL FOR APPLICATIONS WHERE POCKET IS NOT POSSIBLE)

POCKET DOORS
(STYLE 6)
- (DOORS STACK PARALLEL IN A POCKET TO CLOSED FLUSH DOORS, UP TO 3 DOORS)

ENCLOSURE FOR TV OR CLOSET
(STYLE 7)
- (SPECIAL APPLICATION FOR ENCLOSING TV UNIT, CLOSET, OR OTHER)

PIVOT STACKING
(STYLE 8)
- (DOORS OPERATE ON ONE HANGER PER DOOR FOR PIVOTING ACTION, MAXIMUM DOOR WEIGHT: 80LBS)

NOTE: FOR CUSTOM CONFIGURATIONS, PLEASE CONTACT K.N. CROWDER FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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